The scientometric study of individual scientists was started in around early 80's of last century that required in-depth data on the concerned person only. Such kinds of studies involved contemporary scientists only. No such attempt for any classical scholar or scientist has ever been noticed. This paper attempts to develop the scientometric portrait of Galileo Galilei, Father of Modern Science. The study of impact of classic scientists like Copernicus, Galileo, Newton et al., through scientometric methodology bears significant implication in the context of history of science, genesis and evolution of scientific thought, sociology of science, etc., The inception of modern science was laid down with the wave of Copernican revolution in Europe in 15 th century, with the publication of the book De revolutionibus orbium coelestium in 1543 by Nicholus Copernicus that challenged Aristotelian model. Later Galileo's telescopic observations and other experimental results added new dimensions to this revolutionary movement. Several new scientific thought contributions to this revolution were continued till Isaac Newton's work over more than a century later. This study has been executed by studying citations of Galileo's 11 publications (books, pamphlets and manuscripts) from Web of Science over a time span of 58 years, that is, since 1955-2013. It has been observed that these 11 publications received 338 citations over the said time span from 227 source items including articles, conference papers, review, editorial material, etc. The subject areas of the source items have been studied through keyword analysis and it has been found that Galileo received citations from a wide range of subjects. The co-cited authors, cited documents, and citation ages are also studied. The substantive numbers of classic scientists such as Einstein, Newton, and Poincare have been found as co-cited authors of Galileo.
INTRODUCTION
The research papers contributed by scientists and scholars are the fundamental bricks of the World of Science and Technology Communication. The literature pertaining to any subject reflects the trend of research over years. The science and technology publications form the most rigid foundation for measuring research output. The individual scientists contribute papers to form the multitude of primary sources of information eventually that turns science information just like sea-shells on the sea-shore, a stage appears when primary information bits are consolidated and repackaged into secondary sources like indexing and abstracting services to make it easily retrievable. A snapshot of research publications is thus available from secondary sources. The publication information is searchable here by various metadata such as author, editor, title, source, subject domain, and keywords. Any analytical study about research output is generally carried out by the secondary sources, because the individual's contribution could be picturesquely manifested there. The individual scientists' contribution analysis thus forms an inseparable part of research trend study. This study is usually done by scientometric tools and techniques. An individual scientist's research output profile analysis through scientometric technique builds up the scientometric portrait.
RELATED WORKS
The scientometric study of individual scientists was started around early 80's of last century. Earlier the same kind of study on any subject domain or broad discipline was usually carried out that required gross statistical or "macro" data. But an individual scientist's scientometric profile analysis demands in-depth data on the concerned person only. [1] There are so many studies carried out till date with individual scientists from versatile disciplines. Angadi et al. [2] developed scientometric portrait of Nobel Laureate Leland H. Hartwell (physiologist). Baby [3] carried out bio-bibliometric analysis of literature output of Prof. M. Lakshmanan in the Subject of Nonlinear Dynamics. Hazarika et al. [4] developed scientometric portrait of Nayana Nanda Borthakur (biometeorologist). Sinha and Bhatnagar [5] analyzed the scientometric profile of R. C. Sinha, a renowned plant pathologist of Canada. Derec de Solla Price, the stalwart information scientist wasthe focus of two different studies. Laitko and de Solla Price [6] showed the relevance of classic works of Price. Skalka-Zlatt and Zbikovska-Migon [7] on the other hand analyzed the presence of Price's contributions in Polish scientific literature. Koganurmath [8] analyzed scientometric profile of Wolfgang Ketterle (physicist). Kalyane and Kademani executed a lot of scientometric studies on individual scientists, for instance, K. S. Krishnan (physicist), [9] Harold W Kroto (chemist), [10] Ahmed Hassan Zewail (chemist), [11] Pierre-Gilles De Gennes (physicist) [12] Vinodini Reddy (medical scientist), [13] V. S. Ramachandran (cementand concrete chemist), [14] P. K. Iyenger (nuclear scientist), [15] R. Chidambaram (nuclear scientist) [16, 17] M. S. Swaminathan (genetics and agricultural scientist), [18] C. S. Venkata Ram (Botanist), [19] K. Ramiah (agricultural scientist), [20] C. R. Bhatia (genetics and plant scientist), [21] T. S. West (analytical chemist), [22] Barbara McClintock (physiologist), [23] P. M. Bhargava (biologist), [24] Vikram Ambalal Sarabhai (space physicist), [25] C. V. Raman (physicist), [26] S. Chandrasekher (physicist), [27] Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin (biochemist), [28] Tibor Braun (chemist-cum-scientometrician), [29] and Munnolli et al., [30] analyzed scientometric profile of Nobel Laureate Haraldzur Hausen (physiologist). Munnoli and Kalyane [31] analyzed scientometric profile of Ram Gopal Rastogi (physicist and geoscientist). Parvathamma and Banu [32] developed scientometric portrait of Atul H. Chokshi (material scientist). Mariraj [33] developed scientometric portraits of selected Nobel Laureates in physics. Sen and Gan [34] discussed a general method to study the productivity of scientists that is known as biobibliometrics. Sinha and Ulla [14] carried out scientometric profile of Dr. V. S. Ramachandran through analysis of his highly cited articles and books in the area of cement and concrete chemistry. Sinha and Bhatnagar [5] developed scientometric profile of R. C. Sinha (plant pathologist). Varaprasad et al. [35] executed scientometric study of research contributions of J. S. Yadav (chemist).
It is, however, a notable feature that individual scientists' scientometric portrait build-up so long carried out centered around the contemporary scientists only. No such attempt for any classical scholar or scientist has yet been noticed. It is very interesting to note that the classic pieces like Copernicus' De revolutionibus orbium coelestium, Galileo's Dialogue of two chief world systems, and Newton's Principia Mathematica are cited even today. This paper attempts to develop the scientometric portrait of Galileo Galilei, Father of modern science. The inception of modern science was laid down with the wave of Copernican revolution in Europe in 15 th Century, which was the paradigm shift from the Ptolemaic model of the geocentric universe to the heliocentric universe model with the Sun at the center of the solar system. This revolution was started with the publication of the book De revolutionibus orbium coelestium by Nicolaus Copernicus that challenged Aristotelian model. Later Galileo's telescopic observations and other experimental results added new dimensions to this revolutionary movement. It was a revolution in the idea plane consisting of scientific and logical thoughts and concepts. Several new scientific thought contributions to this revolution were continued till Isaac Newton's work over more than a century later.
Kademani and Kalyane [36] designed indicators for productivity analysis of a scientist. Kalyane and Rao [37] proposed a new Positionwise Count system and compared it with three known credit systems, viz. Normal Count, Fractional Count and Straight Count. The merit of this method is that, it takes into account the author's placement (position) among the contributors and allots proper weightage. Kalyane, Madan and Kumar [38] developed a database on eminent Indian role model scientists like Homi Jehangir Bhabha, Satyendra Nath Bose, Rajagopala Chidambaram, Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis, Jayant Vishnu Narlikar, Chandrashekhar Venkata Raman, Raja Ramanna et al with their number of publications during five-year periods starting from the first publication year and it was processed for their central tendency values. The Reference Curve was developed and the best fit was observed for median values.
GALILEO GALILEI: A BRIEF BIOGRAPHY
Galileo Galilei is one of the earliest and greatest of the experimental philosophers of the modern world. He is known as the Father of observational astronomy or broadly speaking, Father of the modern experimental science or modern science. He was a physicist, mathematician, engineer, astronomer, and at the same time, philosopher also. He was the eldest son of six siblings and born in Pisa, Italy on February 15, 1564 to a Florentine musician Vincenzo Galilei, who was a cloth merchant by profession and a famous lute composer, music theorist, and mathematician. He had important contributions to the theory and practice of music and also performed some experiments with Galileo in 1588-1589 on the relationship between pitch and the tension of strings. From this musician and mathematician father Galileo acquired an excellent knowledge of mathematics and his lifelong enthusiasm for music, with a particular devotion to the lute, of which he became a master later on.
The first decade of Galileo's life, that is, down to around 1575, was passed at Pisa. Galileo received his early education partly at the school of one Jacopo Borghini and partly at home, where his father helped him with his Greek and Latin lessons. The Galilei family then moved to Florence, where they lived for generations. At the age of around 13, Galileo was admitted to the monastery school at Vallombrosa, near Florence, and then in 1581 he appeared in matriculation examination at the University of Pisa. He became enamored with mathematics and decided to make the mathematical subjects and philosophy his profession. In 1585 Galileo left the university without having obtained a degree, and for several years he gave private lessons in the mathematical subjects in Florence and Siena. During this period he designed a new form of hydrostatic balance for weighing small quantities and wrote a short treatise, La bilancetta (The Little Balance), which was circulated in manuscript form. Once he watched a suspended lamp swing back and forth in the cathedral of Pisa that sketched a pendulum on his mind. Another mystery of nature in the form of a new discovery was unveiled. However, the most notable discovery about the pendulum, that is, the period (the time in which a pendulum swings back and forth) does not depend on the arc of the swing (the isochronism) was made in 1602. Eventually, this discovery would lead to Galileo's further study of time intervals and the development of his idea for a pendulum clock. He also began his studies on motion, which he pursued steadily for the next two decades. He argued the Aristotelian approach to physics that believed faster falling of the heavier objects through a medium than lighter ones. Galileo eventually disproved this idea by asserting that all objects, regardless of their density, fall at the same rate in a vacuum. To determine this, Galileo performed various experiments in which he dropped objects from a certain height. In one of his early experiments, he rolled balls down a gently sloping inclined plane and then determined their positions after equal time intervals. He recorded his discoveries about motion in his book, De Motu, which means "On motion." Galileo was appointed as a professor of mathematics at the University of Padua in 1592. In 1594, he developed a model for a pump that could raise water by using only one horse.
Besides the pump, Galileo invented many other mechanical devices, such as the hydrostatic balance. But his epoch-making invention was the telescope. Galileo made his first telescope in 1609 that could magnify objects three times. Later he upgraded the same upto 20 times magnification. With this telescope, he was able to look at the moon and discovered the four satellites of Jupiter, observed a supernova, verified the phases of Venus, and discovered sunspots. These four satellites, that is, Io, Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto are known as Galilean moons of Jupiter. His discoveries proved the Copernican system which states that the earth and other planets revolve around the sun, that is, the heliocentric model of the universe. Prior to the Copernican system, it was held that the universe was geocentric, meaning the sun revolved around the earth. Galileo's belief in the Copernican system eventually brought conflict with the Catholic Church. He faced inquisition that declared the Copernican proposition as a heresy. Due to support on Copernican system, Galileo was warned by Cardinal Bellarmine, under order of Pope Paul V, that he should not discuss or defend Copernican theories. In 1624, Galileo was assured by Pope Urban VIII that he could write about Copernican theory as long as he treated it as a mathematical proposition. However, with the printing of the book, Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World Systems, Galileo was called to Rome in 1633 to face the Inquisition again. He was found guilty and was sent to his home near Florence where he was to be under house arrest for the remainder of his life. In 1638, he shifted to Florence for medical check-up. Afterward he became totally blind. On January 8, 1642, Galileo breathed his last at his home near Florence. [39] [40] [41] [42] 
Objectives
The main objectives of this work are:
• To highlight several quantitative aspects of the research communications contributed by Galileo • To enumerate list of publications of Galileo along with years of publications, varying titles, no. of times cited, and subject areas covered • To find out number of citations received by the documents authored by Galileo • To find out the source items and its subject domains that included Galileo's books and writings in its reference lists • To find out other major authors also co-cited with Galileo and to test the viability of Lotka's Law therein • To find out other major documents also co-cited with Galileo's books and writings and to test the viability of Bradford's Law therein • To find out the age of all cited items.
Scope and Methodology
The data has been collected for this study from Web of Science, where the name Galileo Galilei was put as the search term in the field of Cited Author Search. The name Galileo Galilei occurred in various forms like G Galilei, Galilei, Galilei G, Galileo G, etc. All these forms have been combined through OR Boolean operator to execute the search to get the results with maximum recall and precision. It has been observed that in all, 227 source articles cited Galileo's books and writings 338 times since 1955-2013, that is, on average each source item cited Galileo's works 1.5 times during 58 years of time span. Besides Galileo, these 227 source items cited another 13,177 items, of which 18 citations were received by the books written about Galileo. Galileo authored nine documents in total that include books, collection of letters, and pamphlets as listed in Table 1 . The cited authors, cited documents and the ages of the cited items have also been analyzed and the applicability of Bradford's and Lotka's Laws were tested.
PUBLICATIONS OF GALILEO CITED SINCE 1955 TO 2013
Galileo started writing on science in 1580 just at his mid-teens but his first publication, Sidereus Nuncius (usually Sidereal Messenger, also Starry Messenger or Sidereal Message) came out in March, 1610, just thirty years later.Galileo's first written work on motion, De Motu was never published during his lifetime but first released in 1687, 45 years after his death. As it was never published during his lifetime, he never composed a final draft. In De Motu, Galileo firmly discarded Aristotle's views on the physics of motion and his astronomical views. On January 7, 1610, Galileo noticed three bright objects close to Jupiter. After repeated observations over a number of nights, he observed that the pattern changed and a fourth bright object became visible thereafter. Galileo explained this phenomenon as there were four satellites which revolved about Jupiter and Jupiter and its satellites revolved around the sun. To Galileo, this observation unveiled the fact that the Sun must be the center of the universe. His first publication was a brief astronomical treatise in the form of apamphlet published in Latin and it was the first published scientific work based on observations made through a telescope, which contains the results of Galileo's early observations of the mountainous Moon, the hundreds of stars that were hitherto unseen with the naked eye along with some other constellations and the stars that appeared to be circling Jupiter. It is clear from a look at the columns of subject domains and topic discussed in Table 1 that Galileo's books and other documents touched more or less all major areas of the basic science. The period of citation started since 1955 and it is quite interesting that even after more than three hundred years of first publications these books received quite a good number of citations. 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Source Documents
Of the 227 source documents, 60% (136) items comprise research articles followed by 20% (46) proceedings paper, 12% (28) review items, and 5.3% (12) editorial materials as clear from Table 2 . Other types of documents are negligibly small. The majority of source documents (166, 73%) were published in 21 st century, that is, since 2000-2013, while only 27% (61) of source documents was published in the last century, that is, from 1955 to 1999 as evident from Figure 1 and Table 2a . The highest number of source items were published in the year 2009 (19) followed by the year 2012 (18), 2000 (15), and 2003 (14) . The newly published source articles cited Galileo much more compared to old source articles, which is an interesting 
Source Articles
The subject areas of 227 source items have been analyzed by frequency-analysis of words in titles and words in author-assigned keywords. Of the high frequency words, some pieces are common, like theory, bone, scale, etc. The occurrence of words signals history of science, relativity, gravitation, etc., as close relevant areas in the context of Galileo. Apart from astronomy, Galileo was the maestro in some other areas of basic sciences also like physical properties and structure of solids, size effect, scaling theory, and hydrostatics. These areas have applications in all major science disciplines like physics, chemistry, physiology, life sciences, and structural engineering.
The titles and author-assigned keywords of the 227 source items that cited Galileo's works have been analysed and the words in titles and author-assigned keywords along with their respective frequencies are presented in Table 3 . The ranking of words are shown where so many words showed degenerate ranking. The word Science was topper in the list of words in title, while the word Bone was topper in the list of words in keywords. The same word held second in the list of words in titles with other two words, Galileo and Scale. The high frequency of the word Bone indicates an interesting phenomenon. All major science and engineering disciplines, starting from aerodynamics to nanotechnology encounter scaling problems. Galileo realised that the nature is not scale invariant and discovered scaling laws. Galileo's square-cube law embodies a picturesquely natural concept that helps to understand our reality. The Squarecube law is universal to all science. The phenomenon like Size effect is clarified on the basis of this law that answers some physiological queries. This explains high frequency of the word Bone.
Cited Documents and Bradford's Law
The documents cited by 227 source items along with Galileo's works are listed in :11:28) . This ratio is not in consonance with Bradford's distribution pattern, that is, k* (1:n: n 2 ), where k is the Bradford's multiplier and n is an arbitrary integer.
Galileo's co-cited Authors and Lotka's Law
The list of authors co-cited with Galileo is provided in Table 5 . Of these authors the topper one is Z. P. Bazant (181 times cited) followed by A. Einstein (76 times cited), I. Newton (46 times cited), H. Poincare (46 times cited) and S. Drake (44 times [44] He is regarded as the world leader in research on scaling in the mechanics of solids. He has remarkable works Table 5 : List of co-cited authors of Galileo in the areas of stability of structure, fracture, size effect etc. Galileo started research on these areas around three centuries back. Galileo's Square-Cube Law explains different aspects of size effects that is, why size matters and also its impact on living world. This law is such a fundamental scientific truth that science is hardly science without it.
Lotka's law empirically states that the number of authors cited is about 1/n² of those making one; and the proportion of all single citations is about 60%. This means that out of all the cited authors in a given field, 60% will receive just one citation, 15% will receive two citations (1/2² times of 60), 7% authors will receive three citations (1/3² times of 60), and so on. According to Lotka's law, only 6% of the authors in a field will receive more than 10 citations. Lotka's law, when applied to large bodies of literature over a fairly long period of time, can be accurate in general, but not statistically exact. The general form of Lotka's law can be expressed as y = c/ x n where y = percentage of authors, x = number of citations received by an author, c = constant and -n = slope of the log-log plot. In this study, 8023 authors received 13,526 citations; on an average 1.7 citations per author. Among 8023 authors, 6064 authors (76%) received one citation; 1076 authors (13%) received two citations and 392 (5%) authors received three citations. The percentage values of single, twice, and thrice citation recipients thus deviate from Lotka's permissible values. Hence the cited author pattern in this study is not in conformation with Lotka's law.
Citation Age
The years of publications of the cited documents are presented in Table 6 , Figures 2, 2a , and 3, which shows that of the total 13,526 cited items, the dates of publications are available for 13,399 references. Of this cited sample, 2436 (18%) documents were published since 1420 to 1949, 8494 (64%) documents were published between 1950 and 1999 and 2442 (18%) documents were published in 21 st century, that is, since 2000-2013. Out of 8494 documents the maximum number of publications (3195, 38%) was appended to the time period ranging from 1990 to 1999.
CONCLUSION
Galileo is known as the Father of modern science. His ideas ignited scientific revolutionary thought, the revolution that is famous in history of science as Copernican revolution. Galileo's ideas initiated a large-scale revolution in human thinking. He changed the way we see the world and more importantly, how we perceive ourselves within it. He was the first who took attempt for a direct observation of the sky. He was sure that only such direct observation would answer the questions that crowded his mind. He wrote that, "Thought is the most pleasing ability granted to human kind." Many artists were inspired by his revolutionary scientific thought and applied Galileo's observations to their work. Galileo's friend Ludovico Cigoli, a contemporary artist, sketched realistic depictions of Galileo's telescopic observations. Galileo's discoveries also had a distinguished impact in the area of philosophy. Francis Bacon remarked in this context, "There are men who are praised because they meticulously lend reason to their discoveries and then go on to navigate celestial spaces in small boats. This Galileo's studies left demoralizing consequences on a Christian theosophical and religious level; nothing could ever be the same as before. The Copernican cosmology was not in accordance with the Church and the Holy Scriptures. The Church understood the risk of Galileo's theories. Its principal fear was that his theories would inspire humanity to think freely. But still the value of Galileo's theories has been recognized as irrefutable over time. In 1835, almost 200 years after its original publication, the "Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World Systems" was removed from the Vatican's list of banned books. After another 150 years, the Church surrendered its rejection of Galileo's views of the solar system and deemed them correct ( Conti, 2010) . [45] The valuable studies resulting from Galileo's thoughts are above all the basis of modern science today.
Galileo investigated nature to find answers to phenomena via experimentations. After getting results he developed scientific models by mathematical tools to endorse his observations. As the first modern physicist, Galileo has offered important contributions to the study of Dynamics. In the "Dialogues" he brought conceptual developments of the mathematical entities, "infinite" and "infinities," or "infinitesimal." These concepts later formed the basis of differential calculus, developed by Newton and Leibnitz. Galileo discovered a unique thing, what is called experiment to do practical observations. He is thus the Father of experimental science. There was no concept of practical experimentation prior to Galileo. The cultivation of knowledge was solely based on idea and concept. Such experimental approach advanced the studies of astronomy and science since Galileo's time, but his idea of heliocentric universe was the most elegant piece.
There are lots of examples of Galileo's legacy till date. It was Galileo's telescope that switched on the signal of today's Hubble and Herschel telescopes, which observe the infinity of the universe. The Copernican revolution got its smooth terminating pavement only after Galileo's Dialogues that also opened the gate thereafter for the Newtonian era. Galileo was a man "before his time." He said, "Facts, which at first seem improbable will, even on scant explanation, drop the cloak which has hidden them and stand forth in naked and simple beauty." This paper presents the scientometric portrait of the Father of modern science. Scientometric portraits have been so long built up for contemporary scientists and scholars, while the same for a classical foundation scientist, who started science and paved the way for experimentation shows that even after more than 350 years of demise Galileo receives quite a fair number of citations. This evergreen doyen of basic sciences is still relevant in different contexts.
